




Wireless Backup Camera

Analogue RF - APR Series
Helps reduce blind spots and park safety

APR series is a wireless camera system with easy DIY. Wire the IP65 waterproof camera to the 
rear light power cable, connect the monitor to the to the cigarette plug, and it is done. It is a 
perfect solution to small consumer vehicle to reduce blind sport and park safely.



Analog 2.4GHz wireless transmission
(for backup camera system)
Built-in 3.5” TFT LCD
Auto on display for rear view upon car reverse
OSD Display

Wireless Backup Camera

Rearview mirror
Helps reduce blind spots and park safety

Analogue RF

Easy to Use:
When the vehicle is put into reverse gear, the reverse indicator lamp will come on.
This will supply a 12V power to trigger the camera system and the transmitter box
and transmit the parking image to LCD screen automatically, 100% seamless
experience

Wireless Transmission:
The system uses the latest 2.4Ghz wireless transmission. This will ease all the trouble
from running cables from the back to the front of the vehicle

Wide Angle Waterproof Camera:
The camera is design with IP65 waterproof rating.
and provide a 110° horizontal and 80° vertical viewing angle
the camera can withstand a temperature range of -20℃ to +60℃。
for extreme weather ondition of winter snow or summer heat

On-screen Backup Guideline:
Certain model provides the on-screen guideline display. This provide as an extra
distance reference for the driver when reversing or parking their vehicle



RF : 2.4GHz Digital wireless against interference
Transmission Distance : ≥100M
Image quality : 30(max) fps @ CIF 320 X 240
Camera : IP65, 110 degree view angle
LCD : 3.5”
12V / 24V input auto detect
Support 2 cameras working at the same time

RF : 2.4GHz Digital wireless against interference
Transmission Distance : ≥100M
Image quality : 30(max) fps @ CIF 320 X 240
Camera : IP65, 110 degree view angle
LCD : 4.3”
12V / 24V input auto detect
Support 2 cameras working at the same time

RF : 2.4GHz Digital wireless against interference
Transmission Distance : ≥100M
Image quality : 30(max) fps @ CIF 320 X 240
Camera : IP65, 110 degree view angle
LCD : 7”
12V / 24V input auto detect
Support 2 cameras working at the same time

Wireless Backup Camera

Digital RF - ADS Series
2.4G signal interference free

Digital RF

After the great market feedback of the APR series. Customer have higher expectation on 
transmission range and stability. Here introduce the Digital RF ADS series. Longer transmission 
distance and interference free are the key feature to make it become successful.



Digital RF



110° field of view
Adjustable camera til angle
1/4” CMOS sensor
4.3” color monitor with capacitive touch bar
Image rotation / mirroring
On-screen parking guidelines
Auto / manual shut off
Dash / windshield mounting
Built-in rechargeable battery
Dual modular solar panels
Installs quickly and easily
Transmission distance: > 100m

Installs in minutes, no hard-wiring required

Micro USB port input
for optional charging

Solar Wireless 

Reversing Camera
Completely Easy DIY

Digital RF

Solar Wireless Reversing camera is a breakthrough technology with completely easy DIY, plug 
and play. With the build in Lithium battery it is NOT necessary to wire the power cable to the 
camera. Battery capacity can be top up by Solar panel and therefore the system can run for 
years without running out of battery. 



7" color high resolution LCD monitor 1024 X 600
Superior 2.4GHz digital wireless functionality 
ensures crystal clear picture up to 400M away 
in open space
Video transmission of resolution in 720p
Advance H.264 video compression tecnology 
System supports up to 4 cameras with single, 
split , H or quad display.
SD card recording for up to 4  cameras with 
playback capability
Maximum recording resolution 720p
Removable sun visor
Easy detachable suction cup monitor mount
IP68 Waterproof metal Camera
Video Transmission resolution 720P
Excellent low light and high bright 
environment performance
IR cut filter for advanced colour accuracy

Industrial 4-Channels Reversing 
Camera System with 

Recording Function
Support 10m Caravan And 40’ Container

Digital RF



Full HD 1920 X 1080
2.4” LCD display
Motion detection sensor
G-Sensor
Parking Mode
Night Vision by IR LEDs
Support Micro SD Card up to 32G
120 Degree Viewing Angle
Photo resolution starting from 640 X 480 
to 4032 X 3024
Video resolution starting from 640 X 480
to 1920 X 1080
30 fps
12V DC Power supply
Video Record Format AVI

Additional camera at the back of monitor
100° degree viewing angle
Full direction adjustable camera head
1M pixel camera
Record resolution : 1280 X 720 or 
720 X 480 @ 30fps in MJPEG format
Built-in battery to support off power 
recording time
Micro-SD Slot (1G memory for ~ 30 min 
recording for 720 X 480)
Support up to 32g SDHC



Transmission  box with CVBS input
Connect with mini camera to best fit into your car 
Work with Provista’s digital RF wireless monitor

Mini Camera With Transmission Box

CVBS Connection

Digital RF



AHD
Wired Analogue High Density 

Camera System Series
Changing The Wired System To Wireless Camera System

Digital RF

AHD Anlogue HD wired camera TX, RX box
Long range digital wireless with distance 
up to 400m
Application for AHD camera 720/960/1080p
TX input AHD camera signal
RX output AHD camera signal
Customer are free to select the product 
combinations to fit into the specific own 
application.

Tx Rx



Visual Alert with 3 colour display (Red /
Amber / Green) and 1 sensor
Ultrasonic Wireless Distance Detection
at 2.4M (8 Feet) range
Programmable  Red Light” distance
setting to suit user’s needs
Powered by AC Adaptor and 4 X AA size
battery
Ultrasonic technology alerts to obstacle
Auto sleep mode to prolong battery life

Parking Sensor


